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SUBJECT: 
  
Introduction of an Ordinance Amending the Zoning and Development Code Section 
21.06.040 Landscape, Buffering, and Screening Standards; Section 21.10.020 Terms 
Defined; Section 21.03.030 Measurements; Section 21.03.080 Mixed Use and 
Industrial Bulk Standards Summary Table; and Section 21.04.030 Use-Specific 
Standards of the Grand Junction Municipal Code and Setting a Public Hearing for 
December 21, 2022 
  
RECOMMENDATION: 
  
The Planning Commission will hear this request at it's December 13, 2022 meeting and 
provide a recommendation at that time.  
  
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 
  
These proposed amendments have been returned to Planning Commission after 
additional discussion regarding requirements for significant tree preservation and 
irrigation design standards. The proposed amendments remain largely the same as 
presented at the August 23 Planning Commission hearing, but portions of the analysis 
section of this report have been updated to reflect the changes, specifically the Water 
Conservation (par. 3), Significant Trees (all), and Suitable Plants List section (par. 3). 
  
Section 21.06.040 of the Zoning and Development Code requires that site 
developments include landscaping. This ordinance proposes revisions to the 
landscaping requirements. The ordinance balances many goals, among them are 
efficient water use; reasonable and successful maintenance practices; a robust tree 
canopy; diverse plantings; and distinctive site design.   
  
Proposed revisions draw on stakeholder input from local landscape professionals and 
best practices for landscaping regulations in the southwest. A Suitable Plants List is 



also provided for reference and is a critical supplement to the proposed Code revisions. 
Primary changes include requirements to identify and protect Significant Trees during 
development. The changes also aim to maximize water conservation and use a higher 
proportion of native and climate-appropriate plants. Adjustments to site design 
standards and planting requirements also aim to balance needs; improving plant health 
and reducing maintenance costs. 
  
The proposed changes occur in Section 21.06.040 Landscape, Buffering, and 
Screening Standards; Section 21.10.020 Terms Defined; Section 21.03.030 
Measurements; Section 21.03.080 Mixed Use and Industrial Bulk Standards Summary 
Table; and Section 21.04.030 Use-Specific Standards of the Grand Junction Municipal 
Code. 
  
BACKGROUND OR DETAILED INFORMATION: 
  
BACKGROUND 
Section 21.06.040 of the Zoning and Development Code requires that site 
developments include landscaping. The Community Development Department applies 
those regulations on landscaping to development proposals in the City. That section of 
the Code is complemented by several other sections of the Code, such as those 
concerning wildlife and wildfire (GJMC 21.07.020). 
 
The Community Development Department, in collaboration with the Parks and 
Recreation Department, has drafted a revision to the landscaping regulation. The 
proposed revision includes many minor adjustments. It also includes substantive 
changes. These include stronger pathways to climate-appropriate landscaping, 
preservation of significant trees, and planting of diverse landscapes. 
 
The proposed regulations emerge from public discourse and public policy. They were 
featured in discussions by the City’s Development Roundtable, Forestry Board, City 
Council, and Planning Commission. They also recur in the process of development 
review, and in the experiences of development professionals, residents, conservation 
advocates, and staff. Sustainability and quality of life also appear as overarching goals 
in the City’s most recent Strategic Plans, the 2020 One Grand Junction Comprehensive 
Plan, and the 2021 Parks, Recreation, and Open Space (PROS) Master Plan. 
 
The One Grand Junction Comprehensive Plan discusses water conservation 
extensively and identifies updating landscaping regulations as a means of achieving 
this goal. Plan Principle 8: Resource Stewardship directs the City to “Evaluate 
landscaping standards to promote the use of native and/or drought-tolerant plant 
materials, efficient irrigation, and appropriate soil amendments to support plant health 
and resiliency, and other water-conserving practices.” The Comprehensive Plan also 
speaks to the need to “manage the City’s urban forest,” promote “water-wise 
landscaping within the City,” and address “tree installation, replacement, and 
protection.” Likewise, the 2021 PROS Master Plan calls for  “championing a healthy 
tree canopy.” 
 



To guide refinement of draft revisions, the Community Development Department has 
conducted two Planning Commission Workshops, a Forestry Board discussion, and a 
four-session stakeholder process involving a Landscaping Taskforce comprised of 
community landscaping experts. A primary aim of these workshops was to clarify goals 
for the revision, choose between policy approaches, and to draw on local expertise to 
ensure that changes benefit the health and manageability of landscape installations in 
the future. General goals considered in workshop settings reflected the general goals of 
the revision, namely: 
 

1. Eliminating discrepancies within the landscaping section and between the 
landscaping section and realistic design limitations. 
 
2. Aligning landscaping requirements with strategic goals of sustainability, water 
conservation, and economic development where appropriate, including a turf 
maximum. 
 
3. Producing supplemental materials and codified equivalency matrices to make the 
landscaping section easy to use, including lists of species suitable for use on private 
property and in public rights-of-way. 
 
4. Establishing incentives and requirements that limit vulnerability to hazards and 
reduce disturbance of ecologically- and culturally-valuable landscape features during 
development. 

 
NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 
Notice was completed as required by Section 21.02.080(g). Notice of the public hearing 
was published on September XX, 2022 in the Grand Junction Daily Sentinel. 
 
ANALYSIS   
The proposed changes to the landscaping requirement are broadly consistent with the 
existing approach to landscaping in the Zoning and Development Code. The standards 
continue to approach landscaping in four primary ways. 
  
The first is by setting minimum standards for the portions of a development site that 
must be landscaped. The Code identifies the adjacent right-of-way, parking lots, 
screens, buffers, street frontages, and perimeter enclosures for residential subdivisions. 
Revisions retain this standard. 
 
The second is a numerical approach to plantings. A minimum number of trees, shrubs, 
ground cover, and coverage of landscaped areas is based on improved area. Revisions 
seek to make coverage more flexible through equivalencies and substitutions. 
Landscape plans must meet these minimum plant counts. 
 
A third, and more limited component of regulation concerns how development may 
plant, irrigate, and maintain sites. The manner in which landscaping is carried out must 
align with best practices as specified in the Code. The Ordinance addresses those 



requirements to reflect growth in best practices and the evolution of the City’s planning 
goals. 
 
Fourth, when a landscape plan is approved for a property, a property owner must 
maintain the site in perpetuity. While challenging to enforce, maintenance is crucial to 
landscape health in the long-term. The proposed revisions retain the general approach 
of requiring maintenance per plan. However, the revisions add a requirement for a 
viable, long-term maintenance strategy as an element of the approved plan. This allows 
for a more dynamic version of perpetual maintenance without allowing landscapes to 
fall into disrepair (see Plan Requirements below). 
 
Balancing Goals 
Proposed revisions to the landscaping standard reflect compromise along several lines. 
One area of compromise is between site development constraints, on one hand, and 
best planting practices on the other. Two illustrative examples follow. The essential 
changes to the code are also enumerated below in detail. 
  
For the first example, consider the landscaped area in which trees are planted. Shade 
trees are unlikely to succeed in a planting area that is less than eight feet wide; if they 
do, they tend to damage adjacent concrete. However, the existing requirement provides 
for landscape strips as narrow as five feet or six feet, depending on context. Adjusting 
the minimum width to eight feet as proposed represents a compromise resolved in 
favor of long-term landscape health outcomes. In short, some landscaping areas may 
increase in size so that healthier trees result. 
 
Another critical area of compromise occurs between tree canopy coverage and water 
conservation. Even among healthy and climate-appropriate trees, many require 
supplemental irrigation. Yet the canopy is essential to a livable environment within City 
limits. Achieving both goals without compromise requires a level of design detail and 
care that may not be reasonably assumed to occur in all landscape design. Moreover, 
reducing turf is a primary mechanism for reducing water use, but successful trees are 
often linked to the presence of adjacent turf. These factors are related in complex and 
challenging ways. 
 
The proposed requirements achieve both canopy and conservation goals where 
possible. One clear pathway is by creating a substantial requirement to retain existing, 
mature trees. Water conservation goals are also served directly by requiring irrigation 
plans as part of development review. Furthermore, a maximum turf coverage 
percentage with exceptions for functional turf areas limits the opportunity for 
landscaping which requires high water consumption. 
 
Applicability 
The existing landscaping regulations do not apply to landscaping on properties with 
single-family dwelling units or duplexes. The new regulations do not propose to 
regulate landscaping on properties with single-family dwelling units or duplexes. 
Furthermore, these regulations will not require any property owner with a use that does 



require landscaping to update their existing landscaping unless they’re proposing 
significant redevelopment of their property. 
  
Water Conservation - Updated 
The proposed regulations would reduce the amount of turf required and allowed for 
landscaping projects. Turf has been capped citywide at 15 percent of the overall 
landscaped area, with an exception for functional turf areas which may exceed 15 
percent of the site. Functional turf has been defined and represents the only opportunity 
to install turf beyond the 15 percent maximum. Any language in this existing ordinance 
which allowed more than 15 percent turf has been removed or amended. 
 
The proposed regulations also require that 90 percent of the proposed plants for any 
landscape plan have a xeric, xeric-low, xeric-medium, or low water need classification 
on the Suitable Plants List. Additionally, 25 percent of the plants proposed for a 
landscaping plan must have a native or native alternative classification on the Suitable 
Plants List. 
These changes aim to facilitate landscaping options which respect the natural 
environment of the Grand Junction area and present water supply issues, while also 
providing a landscaped urban environment suitable for residents to thrive. 
 
Lastly, the updated ordinance now requires irrigation designs to be certified by a 
licensed irrigation design professional. Acceptable certifications include the CID 
certification from the Irrigation Association, or any other EPA Water Sense labeled 
certification program. This requirement will be phased in over three years after adoption 
to allow time for local professionals to acquire certification. 
 
Flexibility 
A desire for increased flexibility on the part of licensed landscape architects—whose 
stamp is required for most landscape designs—has been voiced during the revision 
process and in the review of many development applications. Revisions respond to this 
interest in several ways. One is to clarify and expand conversion rates when 
substituting among trees, shrubs, and groundcover. This may facilitate more 
responsiveness of landscape architects to specific site conditions. 
 
The code also addresses flexibility by clarifying and slightly reducing the ratio of 
required tree plantings to disturbed or improved area. This occurs in the context of 
other changes that would restrict flexibility of site design. Chiefly, significant tree 
regulations would increase the required number of plantings in many cases where 
significant trees exist. Thus, the total number of required trees is reduced in some zone 
districts. Specifically, two-caliper inches of tree plantings (equal to one minimum-size 
shade tree) are now required for every 3,000 square feet of improved area for all 
single-family, multifamily, business, and commercial zones, compared to the existing 
requirement of one tree per 3,000 square feet. Trees continue to be required at existing 
rates of one per 40 linear feet for street frontage landscaping. 
 
Significant Trees - Updated 



Significant trees often feature in the landscaping regulations of Colorado jurisdictions. A 
minimum diameter of a tree at breast height (“caliper”) is identified in the regulation. 
Size varies among jurisdictions. The proposed definition for a significant tree herein is a 
tree exceeding 15 inches in diameter and identified on the Suitable Plants List as 
“included” in the significant tree category. If a tree that currently exists on a property 
proposed for development meets those criteria, then it is a significant tree. Significant 
trees are not currently regulated by the City, but the proposed revision would introduce 
such regulations. 
 
A development proposal would be required to identify and preserve 30% of any existing 
significant trees found on the property at the time of application. Removal of any 
significant trees would require a replacement at a rate of 1 new caliper inch of planted 
tree for every 32 inches of significant tree removed or destroyed during development. 
The same ratio of 3 caliper inches of new tree for every 5 inches in diameter at breast 
height would apply remedially to any development that accidentally destroys a 
significant tree identified for preservation planned to be preserved. 
 
This change is anticipated to resolve the recurring incidence of substantial canopy 
assets being lost during development. No credit is proposed to be extended for 
retaining significant trees. Rather, a strong requirement is proposed to ensure that 
more mature trees are retained or replaced. Because preserving significant trees may 
represent a substantial challenge for site design, this new regulation occurs alongside a 
minor reduction in the total number of trees required per area of disturbed property (see 
Flexibility above). 
 
Some development scenarios will present obstacles to preserving significant trees, 
such as when the required protection area around a significant tree impedes the 
Primary Development of a site. The proposed ordinance provides options for 
adjustments and relief. The updated ordinance first describes a 10% adjustment 
available from the Planning Director applicable to certain bulk standards, and additional 
adjustments from the City Forester to the protection zone which can provide more 
flexibility on the site to accommodate the required undisturbed area around a significant 
tree. 
 

•    The Planning Director may adjust the setbacks, lot sizes, parking lot interior 
landscaping, and parking count requirements by up to 10 percent. 
•    The City Forester may adjust the drip line protection standards 

    
Should these options not suffice, the developer or property owner may remove the 
trees and replace them on site at a ratio of 3 caliper inches of new tree for every 5 
inches in diameter at breast height of the significant tree removed. Lastly, the updated 
ordinance allows for the developer to pay a fee in lieu of planting the replacement trees 
on site. The fee amounts to the value of the replacement trees not planted on site, and 
the cost of installing those replacement trees. This process would mimic the existing 
process that allows for a developer to pay for the replacement of a public tree removed 
for development reasons. A developer or property owner may also apply for a variance 



should these options not suffice. 
 
Cottonwoods, and whether they qualify as significant trees, have been a consistent 
point of discussion. The proposed Suitable Plants List classifies them as “included” in 
the significant tree category. Most of the discussion around them concern their potential 
impact on a development project. The proposed relief options are aimed at providing a 
means to work around some of the potential obstacles they might present as significant 
trees. 
 
Suitable Plant List - Updated 
A Suitable Plant list is provided as a reference document in this packet. Previously, this 
list was not a major element of regulations. The current code refers to a list of plants to 
be maintained by the Director GJMC 21.06.040(b)((4)). The attached list is a departure 
from the previous, shorter version of the list. The list is not an adopted part of the 
Zoning and Development Code; it is an administrative document that need not be 
adopted or revised by a decision of the City Council. 
 
The list reflects a blend of inputs. One is best practice, drawing on the expertise of City 
staff and Landscaping Taskforce members. Another is common practice: almost all 
plants included in landscaping plans approved by the City since 2017 are included. 
Another is water conservation goals, as high water use plants are generally not 
included. 
 
The Suitable Plants List is proposed to become more important to the Zoning and 
Development Code. The updated list identifies which types of trees will qualify as 
significant when they exceed 15 inches in diameter, and which types of trees the city 
prohibits from new plantings. Substitutions of plants in the field would be restricted to 
those plants on the list. Perhaps most importantly, it is designed to serve as a menu for 
landscape architects. Landscape plans should consist of species found on the list. 
However, landscape plans can propose using plants that are not on the Suitable Plants 
List and provide adequate detail to substantiate the proposal. Plants approved by the 
Director may be administratively added to the Suitable Plants List. 
 
City Forester and Trees in Right-of-Way 
Private development is required to plant and maintain landscapes in the public right-of-
way in many circumstances. An additional chapter of the Grand Junction Municipal 
Code (8.32 – Trees) addresses many of the relevant concerns for trees planted in the 
right-of-way. This revision clarifies the authority of the City Forester over landscaping in 
the right-of-way and the requirement for the City Forester’s permission to remove any 
tree in the right-of-way. The Ordinance also continues to require one tree per 40 feet of 
street frontage landscaping. It adjusts the language for coverage of planting areas in 
the right-of-way to allow canopy coverage as a surface area coverage pathway. 
  
Impervious Surfaces 
Proposed revisions also address the need for pervious surface to allow groundwater to 
infiltrate soils. Pervious surface relates to both plant health and stormwater 



management. The regulation is to reduce the area of a development that is covered by 
impervious surfaces. One mechanism is direct, with the establishment of a maximum 
impervious surface coverage (“lot coverage”). Under today’s regulations, lot coverage 
refers to the area covered by structures. This is revised to mean impervious surfaces, 
including pavement. 
  
The maximum lot coverage is also revised in GJMC 21.03 – Zoning Districts. 
Previously, up to 100% of lots in commercial, industrial, and business districts could be 
covered by impervious surfaces (except R-O). The revision reduces this coverage to 
80% in most cases. The exceptions are for B-2 (Downtown Business) zones, at 100% 
coverage, and CSR (Community Services and Recreation) zones, at 75% coverage. 
This is potentially impactful where certain uses often result in large masses of 
impervious surface, such as auto storage associated with automobile dealerships 
(General Retail Sales, Outdoor Operations, Display or Storage). 
  
Diversity Requirements 
Minor adjustments are made to ensure a minimum species diversity in landscape 
designs. Minimum diversity ratios for trees and shrubs reflect slight increases. The 
regulation is also revised to require diversity at the botanical level of genus, rather than 
of species, to ensure that numerical diversity requirements result in an appreciable 
diversity of planting survival conditions. 
  
Best Horticultural Practices 
As discussed above, the City’s landscaping regulations address planting practices only 
to a moderate extent. This allows the Code to remain succinct and allows practitioners 
to operate based on their expertise. However, a series of essential requirements are 
proposed that may be critical to ensuring long-term plant survival and aesthetic 
outcomes. These include: reduced applications of weed fabric; removal of “orchard 
style parking island” options not viable for plant success; widened frontage strips and 
planting islands (to a minimum width of eight feet); requiring organic mulch for shrub 
beds; and setting minimum widths for planting holes. 
  
Plan Requirements 
The proposed changes add an additional certification prior to the issuance of a 
certificate of occupancy or a release of DIA funds. Currently, the city requires that the 
Landscape Architect who stamped the plans also certify that the installed landscaping 
complies with the approved landscaping plans. The proposed ordinance further 
requires that the property owner or irrigation installer certify that the irrigation system 
has adequate capacity to support the installed plants at installation as well as at 
maturity. 
 
RECOMMENDATION AND FINDINGS OF FACT 
After reviewing ZCA-2022-170, requested amendment to the Zoning and Development 
Code Section 21.06.040 Landscape, Buffering, and Screening Standards; Section 
21.10.020 Terms Defined; Section 21.03.030 Measurements; Section 21.03.080 Mixed 
Use and Industrial Bulk Standards Summary Table; and Section 21.04.030 Use-



Specific Standards of the Grand Junction Municipal Code the following findings of fact 
have been made: 

1. The proposed amendments to the Zoning and Development Code are useful in 
that they ensure the health, safety, and general welfare of the public, and refine 
processes that assist in the logical and orderly development of the city as 
described in the background information of this report; and 

2. The proposed revisions implement and are consistent with the One Grand 
Junction 2020 Comprehensive Plan. 

  
FISCAL IMPACT: 
  
There is no direct fiscal impact related to this request 
  
SUGGESTED MOTION: 
  
I move to introduce an ordinance approving the proposed amendment to the Zoning 
and Development Code Section 31.06.040 Landscape, Buffering, and Screening 
Standards; Section 21.10.020 Terms Defined; Section 21.03.030 Measurements; 
Section 21.03.080 Mixed Use and Industrial Bulk Standards Summary Table; and 
Section 21.04.030 Use-Specific Standards of the Grand Junction Municipal Code and 
setting a public hearing for December 21, 2022. 
  

Attachments 
  
1. Exhibit 1 - Existing Code 
2. Exhibit 2 - Landscaping Code Clean 
3. Exhibit 3 - Landscaping Code Strike and Underline 
4. Exhibit 4 - Suitable Plants List Updated 
5. Exhibit 5 - Summary of Engagement Process 
6. Exhibit 6 - Draft Ordinance 


